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When you need peace of mind and protection from threats, you need a bodyguard. APP Security
Company provides Tulsa Bodyguards and OKC Bodyguards to people of all different backgrounds
and all the Tulsa Bodyguards and OKC Bodyguards are highly trained and experienced in personal
protection. You do not need to sacrifice your freedom or your busy schedule to gain the protection
and peace of mind provided by APP Security Company.

Who Could Use Bodyguards

APP Security Company provides Tulsa Bodyguards and OKC Bodyguards to politicians,
entertainers, celebrities, high-profile personalities, business people and anyone who feels they need
protection. Whether there is a threat from a specific person or organization, or an unknown threat to
personal security, APP Security Company provides peace of mind and comfort to allow people to
continue leading their everyday lives with the knowledge a trained professional is there to help.
People that need protection but do not want a person standing next to them all day or who need
privacy can also benefit from APP Security Company since the bodyguards are trained to be nearby
but unobtrusive.

What Training Bodyguards Have

The Tulsa Bodyguards and OKC Bodyguards provided by APP Security Company have all been
highly trained and have protection experience. All the Tulsa Bodyguards and OKC Bodyguards
come from military or government protection backgrounds. This means they have some of the best
training in the world, and APP Security Company only hires the best of these. The body guards are
trained in personal protection, as well as how to blend in at business environments, social events,
and how to keep up with busy schedules to better guard their charges.

Services Provided by Bodyguards

The Tulsa Bodyguards and OKC Bodyguards provided by APP Security Company are equipped to
guide and protect people of different backgrounds, in a variety of environments and from a variety of
different threats. There is no better way to feel safe and secure than knowing that your Tulsa
Bodyguards or OKC Bodyguards are able to identify suspicious individuals and potential threats
while remaining in the background until they are needed. These bodyguards are trained to be on
alert at all times to provide the highest level of protection possible, and at the same time keep up
with the schedule and personal needs of the client so the client can continue leading their normal
lives with no fear.

OKC Bodyguards

Bodyguards are the most knowledgeable and highly trained professionals available to handle
business and individual security. None are more qualified than OKC Bodyguards, trained through
APP Security Company.

People work hard to achieve success. In every career someone stands out above others in their
field. The people who stand out do so for different reasons.

The entertainment field is filled with people who have accumulated a financial fortune. Businessmen
may develop a product or provide a service that brings financial security and abundance. Politicians
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propose ideas that are controversial. Fame may not be measured by money, but by public
recognition. The whole family may be known.

These successful people are magnets for others who have not attained the same degree of
influence or accomplishment. Unfortunately, some people believe that their route to fame, wealth
and recognition is to prey upon achievers. They target people and buildings. They steal confidential
data or information. They threaten. They stalk and physically attack. They kidnap and assassinate.

APP Security Company is based in Oklahoma and operates in all 50 states. Partners are in
Germany. APP Security Company and OKC Bodyguards provide services to corporations.
Businessmen traveling abroad rely on our expertly trained specialists. Security is provided to
commercial and retail establishments. Transportation protection is provided on land and water.
Transportation may be people or highly valued commodities.

The security personal must meet high fitness and academic standards. APP Security Company and
OKC Bodyguards are professionals well versed in self-defense, law enforcement and criminal
justice. Each has prior experience in the military or a government agency.

Communications skills are emphasized. Each security individual is trained in the use of the latest
technology. The company is setting new standards in the airline industry.

APP Security Company provide OKC Bodyguards to protect hospitals, churches, resorts, company
buildings, lobby areas, apartments, vacation rentals and housing. Construction sites are prone to
vandalism and theft. OKC Bodyguards through APP Security Company provides protection for your
property. Public events or private parties may need security.

Each situation is analyzed in detail. The level of security required may be achieved by a team or a
single expert. When the protection is in place, it may be noticeable or it may not.

The skill of OKC Bodyguards through APP Security Company allows clients to feel at ease and
comfortable when going about their activities. OKC Bodyguards through APP Security Company is
the company to contact to ensure the safety of individuals, families, assets and businesses.
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